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Abstract
• Social media was an important but not dominant source of news in the 

run-up to the election, with 14 percent of Americans calling social media 
their “most important” source of election news; 

• Of the known false news stories that appeared in the three months 
before the election, those favoring Trump were shared a total of 30 
million times on Facebook, while those favoring Clinton were shared 8 
million times;

• The average American saw and remembered 0.92 pro-Trump fake news 
stories and 0.23 pro-Clinton fake news stories, with just over half of those 
who recalled seeing fake news stories believing them;

• For fake news to have changed the outcome of the election, a single 
fake article would need to have had the same persuasive effect as 36 
television campaign ads.



Introduction
Recent evidence shows that: 
• 62 percent of U.S. adults get news on social media; 
• the most popular fake news stories were more widely shared 

on Facebook than the most popular mainstream news stories.
• Many people who see fake news stories report that they 

believe them.
• The most discussed fake news stories tended to favor Donald 

Trump over Hillary Clinton (Silverman 2016). 

Putting these facts together, a number of analysts and 
commentators have suggested that Donald Trump would not 
have been elected president were it not for the influence of fake 
news spread through social media.



Data
• Two data sources used on referrals to websites covering 

U.S. news. 

1. The first is Alexa (alexa.com), which gathers traffic data 
from browser extensions used by a sample of “millions of 
internet users,” as well as directly from websites that use 
Alexa measurement services. Data obtained by Alexa 
data is for late October through late November 2016

2. The second is comScore, which gathers data from 
another panel of approximately two million internet 
users. comScore provides longer historical data and is 
more established, but it has less coverage of lower-
traffic websites.









Thank you..
Questions?


